HAND HELD JET INSTRUCTIONS
for Hydro Jet / Micro Jet / Slimline™ Jet
Micro’ssage / Converta’ssage

1. Turn off circulation pump.
2. Remove the therapy option from any of the Converta’ssage or Micro’ssage Jets, or remove the eyeball from the Hydro, Micro or Slimline™ Jet.
3. Remove the nozzle from inside the jet, by turning it counter-clockwise. (A 9/16" nut driver or a 9/16" socket on a ratchet extension will allow easy removal of the nozzle from the Hydro Air Jets.)
4. Install the Hand Held Jet Adapter (#1) by threading it into the opening from which the nozzle was removed.
   NOTE: There are TWO DIFFERENT sets of threads on the adapter.
   1. The first set screws into the Hydro, Micro & Slimline™ Jets. If you are installing the Hand Held Jet (#3) into one of these jets, simply thread the adapter into the orifice threads.
   2. The second set of threads fit the Converta’ssage® and Micro’ssage® Jets. If you need to adapt your Hand Held Jet to one of these models, you must cut the first set of threads off with a PVC cutter or a hacksaw. Remove any plastic burrs that remain.
5. The hole on the float (#2) must be above the water level to draw air.
6. Start the circulation pump.
7. Squeeze the trigger (#4) to start the Hand Held Jet (#3) and release the trigger (#4) to stop it.

TO CHANGE THERAPY OPTION IN HAND HELD JET:
   Insert cage and eyeball (#5) (or flowpath, #6) into Hand Held Jet (#3) by pressing firmly to snap into place.

CONTACT YOUR RETAILER OR SPA MANUFACTURER FOR OTHER THERAPY OPTIONS.